
REMARK]^

Very thknks for Examination's suggestion and thanks for finding some

citations al|)6ut the present invention, thereby, the applicant may know

more infor|mation about the invention. This case has been carefully

reviewed ai|d analyzed in view of the office action.

Responsive to the objections and rejections, made of the.Examiner in

office action. We have amended the specification, claims and abstracts. All

the errors (tisclosed in that office action has been corrected according to

the Examinl^r's indications disclosed in the pffioial action.

Examin er has kindly provides reference prior arts about , the present

invention, £ nd thus the applicant has more information about the invention.

All details jof the reference prior arts arc fully considered and compared

with the present invention.

To overcome the rejection in the office action, the applicant decides

to cancel CjJlaims 2 to 5, without prejudice or disclaimer of the subject

matter theri?of, and add new claims 6 to 9 and amend the original claim 1

as the following LIST OF CLAIMS. The added new. claim 6 is indeed the

amendment of the original claim 4 (that is: the feature of net frame is

added from the original claim 4 to the original 2). The added new claim

7 adds feat ire in the original claim 5, but now it is dependent to the new

claim 6. "he added new claim 8 adds feature in the original claim 5. but

now it is dependent to the new claim 6. Thereby, it is assured that the

new claims are based on the original claims and thus no new matter is

added. The relations of the new claim with respect to the original claims

are shown in the following

LIS TING OF CLAIMS

said

Claim 1. (Amended)A roaster oven comprising:

an oven body having having a left side and a right side: each of

left side and said right side being ito loft ond giahtFewto goDPootivo-lv
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Claims 2 to 5 (Cancelled)

Claim 6. ftr (New)A roaster oven comprising:

an oven body having a left side and a right side: each of said

side and said right side being ito loft and iwleht aido - MOpooti^roly

over

with

one

with

provjided with a side plate, each of a front side and a rear side of said

body being ho^inp ito front and moj oido respectively provided

a covermg plate, each said side plate being provided with at least

vCTtical groove, each ewd-vertical groove having one side bored

a plurality of pluiol continual engage notches; , said oven body

bor^i with an elongate hole in a lower portion of tiie « front side;

a plurality of plwifli position members respectively connecting
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